One contribution of 16 to a theme issue 'Process and pattern in innovations from cells to societies'.
Introduction: the major cognitive innovations
As they interact with their surroundings, animals rely on their cognitive system to make decisions that ultimately determine their survival and reproductive success. Broadly defined, the cognitive system comprises the structures and processes concerned with the acquisition, retention and use of information [1] . Animal cognition can be divided into a few interrelated components. The first essential stage is perception, which involves capturing information from the external environment and translating it into internal representations retained by neurons. Information acquisition is carried out by receptors specialized to capture distinct cue attributes including visual, auditory, olfactory, flavour and physical contact. Some types of receptors are typically located in dedicated organs positioned and structured to enhance information capture. Newly perceived information may either fade quickly, remain for a short duration necessary to perform a given task or consolidate into long-lasting internal representations that can persist anything between days to decades. The process of adding new representations to the internal storage is termed learning, and the information retained is referred to as memory. The sole utility of information acquisition and retention is to maximize survival and reproduction. To this end, individuals have to constantly determine their subsequent action given the known states of relevant environmental features and their experience. Once individuals make a decision, they have to execute the sequence of behaviours constituting a given action [1] [2] [3] .
While single-cell organisms such as bacteria and protists already possess remarkable information-processing abilities, a few major innovations have dramatically increased animals' capacities to selectively use information for maximizing fitness. This review focuses on these innovations, which include the nervous system, learning, social learning and language. I will begin with an analysis of information processing by genetic networks because they occur in all organisms and constitute the most fundamental organic system for the acquisition and use of information. I will then discuss, in turn, the added features enabled by each successive innovation as well as its ecological and evolutionary impacts. I will argue that the major cognitive innovations have fuelled an evolutionary cycle of greater investment per individual, which, in turn, selected for a larger allocation of resources and time for the development of enhanced cognitive abilities. This, in turn, empowered individuals to devote long time periods to acquiring complex skills. The evolutionary trend of increased individual expertise opened up novel niches requiring and selecting for greater animal intelligence.
Most categorizations have an arbitrary element, meaning that one can argue that there is room for including additional innovations or perhaps excluding ones that I have included. Such feasible future modifications are of course appropriate, especially if the focus remains on enhancing our fundamental knowledge of the evolutionary biology of animal cognition. Similarly, one can debate the very meaning of 'innovation'. Most notably, there is perhaps an expectation of innovation being a single abrupt modification with dramatic consequences. Such expectation, however, is not consistent with our knowledge of the intricate mechanisms enabling gradual evolutionary change [4] . Hence, biological innovation most likely summarizes a long and complex evolutionary process. Similarly, while we often perceive innovation in modern humans as a sudden event typically attributed to a single person, extensive research indicates that it is most often a long process involving many individuals and spanning many years or even decades [5, 6] . Finally, space limitation compels me to focus on conceptual essentials while leaving out many details of the enlightening key sources I cite.
Information processing by genetic networks
There are two primary means by which genetic networks control cognition. First, during development and throughout life, they assemble and maintain all the structures that handle information. Second, the modulation of gene action can lead to changes in the way organisms perceive, process and respond to information. Through these mechanisms, unicellular organisms such as bacteria continuously monitor the environment and adaptively respond by altering behaviour, physiology, development and virulence. Here, I will briefly review information processing by genetic networks. My goal is to establish a clear baseline that helps us understand the significance of subsequent cognitive innovations.
In the extensively studied bacterium Escherichia coli, genetic networks orchestrate information reception and processing, and subsequent action through production of the complex molecular machinery of the cell membrane, cytoplasm and flagella. Bacteria can gain from moving towards higher food concentration and away from harmful substances. While receptors at the cell surface can detect several relevant molecules, simultaneous comparison of gradients is impossible owing to the small bacterium size. Instead, the bacterium relies on a sequential comparison. For example, when the glucose concentration increases over time, the time-averaged occupancy of the binding site of the glucose receptors increases and they send a signal to the flagella. This causes the flagella to raise their rotational bias in a counterclockwise direction, which results in directional movement towards higher glucose concentration [7] [8] [9] [10] . Furthermore, genetic modulation allows E. coli to switch diet. When glucose, E. coli's preferred sugar, is not available but lactose is present, lactose detectors turn on alternative genes that enable lactose metabolism [11, 12] .
At the other end of organismal complexity, genetic networks orchestrate the adaptive immune system in vertebrates. Two remarkable features of this system are that it can detect novel pathogens and retain a memory of the microbes it has encountered [13 -15] . The immunological memory allows an individual's immune system to respond more rapidly and more effectively to a pathogen that it has encountered previously [16] .
The above examples illustrate that, through the construction of a complex cellular machinery and alterations in gene expression, genetic networks enable fast and effective responses to a multitude of environmental challenges and changes. The examples, however, implicitly demonstrate what genetic networks may not readily achieve. To respond to a certain nutrient, a bacterium must possess the receptor for that specific nutrient. To adjust to change in the availability of that nutrient, the bacterium has to have the built-in genes and mechanism for their adaptive activation. Even in the exceptional case of vertebrate adaptive immunity, the system can handle a very narrow range of targets and responses. By contrast, the evolution of the nervous system, which is discussed in the next section, has allowed many animals to exploit and respond to limitless resources and environmental features. While very simple nervous systems are primarily determined by genetic networks, more complex ones increasingly rely on experience and thus generate individuals with somewhat unique cognitive abilities and even expertise. I will elaborate on these issues in § §4-6.
The first innovation: the nervous system
The evolution of the nervous system is such a significant innovation because it has led to the establishment of the only other major biological information system besides genetic networks. Initially, nervous systems took over the tasks of communication, coordination and modulation already present in unicellular organisms. Further evolution, however, has allowed the basic neuronal architecture to evolve the unique abilities for the acquisition and long-term retention of vast amounts of information (figure 1). These capacities will be discussed in §4. In the subsections below, I will assess the new features facilitated by neurons as a specialized novel system for the transmission, coordination and modulation of information.
(a) Communication
The evolution of multicellularity opened up ample opportunities for cell specialization. This allowed the division of the three fundamental cognitive tasks of information acquisition, signal transmission and action among dedicated cells. Neurons, which took over the task of transmitting information from receptors to effectors, co-opted many of the genes and mechanisms used by single-cell organisms for communication [17] [18] [19] . There were two major advantages for rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160427 neurons mediating between sensors and effectors such as cilia and muscles. First, when each cell contains both the sensor and the effector, the system efficiency is low given the 1:1 ratio of sensor to effector. This can limit the number of costly sensor types. When neurons mediate between sensors and effectors, one sensor can communicate with many effectors. The high efficiency of such a system can lead to the evolution of many specialized receptors [20, 21] . The other advantage of neuronal communication between sensors and effectors is that each cell type can be positioned optimally without constraining the placement of the other type. That is, each sensor type can be placed optimally in the body region where it is most likely to detect specific cues, while effector location can be optimized based on biomechanical principles.
(b) Coordination
In addition to an increased need for inter-cell communication, the evolution of multicellularity also posed novel challenges of integration and coordination among cells. Given their initial role in communication, neurons were naturally preadapted for coordinating action among cells. Such coordination of complex behaviour can already be seen in cnidarians such as hydras and jellyfish, which possess relatively simple, diffused neural nets. Moving can be risky to an individual hydra because it can be swept away by the water current. A hydra solves this challenge by performing an elaborate somersault, which involves bending its body so that its tentacles can reach and attach to the bottom, releasing its foot, swinging its body in the desired direction, reattaching the foot and then releasing the tentacles to regain its typical erect position (see lower right panel of fig. 2 in [22] ). The exact neuronal mechanisms orchestrating this somersaulting are still unknown.
Early in the evolution of animals, nervous systems already showed clear centralization, termed central nervous system or brain [23] . In addition to coordinating behaviour based on the integration of sensory information from the periphery, brains carry out multiple organizational tasks including the control of growth and development, and a variety of physiological features such as circadian activity, digestion, metabolism and excretion [24] .
(c) Modulation
The output from neural networks can be modulated via the action of a variety of substances including neurotransmitters, neuropeptides and hormones. Such neuromodulators act through two major mechanisms. First, neuromodulators can modify the type, number or kinetic properties of the ion channels in neurons' membranes. This can lead to changes in the excitability of neurons and their response properties. Second, neuromodulators can alter either the amount of transmitters released from presynaptic terminals or the postsynaptic responsiveness [25, 26] . A single neuromodulator can affect multiple neurons and the activity of multiple ion channels. Furthermore, a single neuron can respond to multiple modulators. Consequently, neuromodulators can generate enormously complex dynamics by changing the configuration and output of neural networks [27, 28] . For example, foraging animals typically alternate between exploration for and exploitation of resources, characterized by movement through the environment in the former and a relatively stationary state in the latter. In the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, long-lasting exploration and exploitation states are modulated by two opposing neuromodulators, the neuropeptide pigment-dispersing factor (PDF) and serotonin. PDF promotes roaming through PDF receptors, whereas serotonin induces dwelling states through serotonin-gated chloride channels [29] . Neuromodulation is essential for the retention of information in neural networks, which is discussed next.
The second innovation: learning and memory
The evolution of learning and associated long-term memory is probably the most important cognitive innovation throughout the evolution of organismal life because it opened up numerous novel ecological and evolutionary opportunities. In the ecological domain, learning allows animals to exploit abundant environmental features that are unique to certain times and places. For example, an individual can learn the spatial features unique to its shelter location. This means that it can invest more in this shelter because it can return to the shelter after exploring for and exploiting resources such as food, and thus occupy the shelter throughout its life. This also means that spatial learning and memory can improve parental care because parents can invest more time and resources in a nest and keep using it while providing their offspring with shelter and food. Furthermore, provisioners such as bees can learn unique features including the spatial location, odour and colour of their preferred flowers, and learn new motor patterns for optimizing the handling of these flowers. Finally, in many animal species, individual recognition allows one to identify parents, neighbours, competitors, potential mates and offspring [30, 31] .
In the evolutionary arena, learning increases the value of the individual. This is because experience can lead to older rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160427 individuals having much higher reproductive success relative to that of young novices. Strong positive effects of experience on performance or reproductive success have indeed been documented in a broad range of species, including honeybees (Apis mellifera) [32, 33] , a large variety of birds (e.g. [34, 35] ), and both human hunter -gatherers [36] and people in developed countries [6, 37] . Increased individual value due to experience may have led to an evolutionary cycle of enhanced learning and memory selecting for life histories characterized by longer lifespans. In turn, longer lifespans may have increased the value of further investment in structures that improve learning and memory as well as other cognitive abilities, and so forth. Moreover, the increased value of longer-lived individuals has probably selected for tilting the trade-off between offspring quantity and quality towards the quality end. With greater investment in fewer offspring, parents could allocate more resources and parental care time per offspring. Consequently, young could allocate more physical resources to cognitive structures and more protected time for developing and refining, based on experience, the cognitive mechanisms handling the acquisition, retention and use of information (figure 2). Some of that experience could come via social learning, discussed in §5. From a mechanistic point, learning and memory rely on the basic organismal tools already well used by bacteria and protists for altering behaviour based on experience. These tools consist of biochemical chains and changes in gene expression. The use of these processes in neurons, however, opened up novel opportunities. Briefly, long-term memory is the culmination of multiple, interactive, dynamic processes that start with the neuronal encoding of new information via the modulation of synaptic properties by neurotransmitters. The initial chemical modulation is followed by a molecular cascade leading to gene expression activated by the cAMP-response element-binding protein (CREB). The products of these genes cause structural and functional changes in selected synapses as well as changes in the intrinsic properties of certain neurons, which affect their subsequent activity [38, 39] .
Basic learning abilities already exist in animals with simple nervous systems, including the nematode C. elegans, which possesses only about 302 neurons. Caenorhabditis elegans shows associative learning, which allows it to acquire and exploit an association between some novel stimulus and an environmental state affecting its fitness. For example, in an experiment with C. elegans, individuals experienced their favourite food, a suspension of E. coli bacteria with either sodium or chloride ions, and the alternative ions with no food. In the subsequent test, worms showed a strong preference for the ions previously associated with food. Worms in the control groups, which were naive or had experienced either food with no ions or ions with no food, showed no ion preference [40] .
Learning and long-term memory abilities have been documented in most bilateral animals that have been closely examined [41] . The full power of learning, however, is best expressed in long-lived animals. Individuals in such species can acquire complex learned skills over years of practice, ultimately achieving performance dramatically superior to that of inexperienced individuals. Learning improves all stages of information processing within the heavily practised tasks, including selective perceptual improvements, greater abilities to learn new information and retrieve old information from memory, superior decision-making and refined motor skills. While the most detailed data on the development of expertise exist for humans [37, 42] , it is well known in other species as noted earlier in this section. A general definition of expertise applicable to all species can thus be 'the characteristics, skills and knowledge allowing individuals with extensive experience to perform significantly better than novices on a given complex task'. For example, in shearwaters (Puffinus tenuirostris), female birds with a single year of breeding experience produce an average of 0.4 young. The birds' reproductive success gradually increases over subsequent breeding seasons, peaking at a yearly average of about 0.7 young after 6 years of experience [34] ( figure 3) .
Factors other than expertise can explain some of the increase in the performance with individual age. These factors include higher survival rates of individuals of higher quality, an increase in effort with age, and physical and physiological improvements. Nevertheless, studies that either considered all the variables that can enhance performance with experience or addressed specific features such as foraging performance or anti-predatory behaviour have convincingly shown a dominant role for expertise. For example, the effects of differential survival rates were eliminated in studies that compared the same individuals over time (e.g. [32, 43, 44] ). Effort had a negligible effect on increased performance with age in studies that measured it directly (e.g. [45] [46] [47] rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160427 measured physiological factors documented peak physiological performance much earlier than the peak in foraging success [48] . Similarly, many studies have documented that young birds require very long periods of time for acquiring complex foraging skills and for reducing mortality rates due to starvation and predation (e.g. [44, [49] [50] [51] ). Learning can contribute to large improvements in performance even in short-lived species such as honeybees [32, 33] . Expertise in short-lived individuals, however, is severely limited by the short time, typically several days, available for the development of cognitive abilities that depend on extensive learning and practice. Intriguingly, two whole-genome duplication events early in the evolution of vertebrates [52] opened up ample opportunities for evolutionary innovations that expanded neuronal complexity and cognitive abilities in that lineage [53] . On the gross anatomical scale, vertebrate innovations include complex brains, neural crest and placodes. Complex brains have specialized forebrain, midbrain and hindbrain regions. The neural crest contributes to a few structures including the sensory ganglia. Sensory placodes contribute to the eye, ear, lateral line and olfactory organs, while neurogenic placodes contribute sensory neurons to cranial ganglia [54] .
At the molecular level, the two whole-genome duplications in vertebrates led to gene expansion in many synaptic gene families. Consequently, many fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) synaptic genes have up to four orthologues in mice (Mus musculus) [18, 55] . At least two innovative experimental studies have attempted to link synaptic gene expansion and its associated increased complexity in synapse signalling mechanisms to cognition and behaviour in mice [56, 57] . Given the enormous complexity of the synapse proteome, which consists of over 2000 proteins in mice [18] , further experimental work is needed in order to assess the exact contribution of the massive synaptic gene expansion to vertebrate cognition in general and to expertise development in particular.
Another evolutionary consequence of advanced learning and associated cognitive abilities is that they open up opportunities for individuals to adopt novel behaviours. First, learning often involves an early exploratory phase. When numerous individuals of each generation explore, the combined outcome is a massive search, which can lead to the discovery and adoption of novel, fitness-enhancing behaviours. Second, some types of learning lead to each individual changing its behaviour based on its specific experience at a certain place and time. Thus, if a given task (e.g. locating food) has a new optimum in a new environment (e.g. settings with novel foods), an individual may find that optimum via learning. That is, learning is a mechanism that can naturally lead to individuals adopting novel behaviours [58] . If such novel behaviours disappear when individual innovators die, they would probably have negligible evolutionary impact. This is because the novel behaviours are not associated with heritable genetic variation that natural selection can act upon. Novel behaviours, however, can be transmitted between individuals and across generations in species with social learning, which is discussed next.
The third innovation: social learning
Social learning, defined as the acquisition of novel information from other individuals [59, 60] , deserves its place on the cognitive innovations list owing to two unique effects it has had on animal evolution. First, as noted in §4, the evolution of learning probably led to an evolutionary cycle of increased individual value leading to selection on further improvement in learning, memory and other cognitive abilities that contribute to enhanced information capture and utilization. The trouble with individual expertise is that it is lost when that individual dies. Social learning resolves this organic constraint by allowing other individuals and, most importantly, members of subsequent generations, to acquire relevant knowledge from experts. Second, the evolutionary cycle of increased individual value has probably also led to the evolution of parental care. Parental care can merely mean providing food and protection. Such care alone can dramatically increase a young individual's probability of reaching adulthood. With social learning, however, parental care enables young novices to acquire successful skills from their experienced parents. This opens up novel ecological niches that require the use of extensive knowledge and complex abilities that are acquired through prolonged practice. Such niches may even further promote the evolution of cognitive features that enable the development of expertise. Examples include carnivores (e.g. cheetahs, Acinonyx jubatus) and raptors (e.g. sparrowhawks, Accipiter nisus) that feed on highly evasive or large prey [61, 62] .
We do not know the number of independent evolutionary origins of social learning, but it probably has had multiple beginnings as it is well established in a few classes of vertebrates and at least two insect orders [59, 60, 63] . There is currently too little information for generalizing about the biological mechanisms that enabled the evolution of social learning (but see [64] [65] [66] [67] ). It is feasible, however, that reliance on social cues for learning is attainable by many animals with some threshold cognitive machinery. The ecological context for the evolution of social learning was most probably the tendency of individuals in many species to join others. For naive individuals, the presence of conspecifics at a given site might indicate the availability of good resources and safety. Joining others can also enhance feeding and predatory avoidance [68 -70] . An individual's tendency to associate with others can readily lead to that individual biasing its 
A basic tendency to socially bias food selection has been documented in fruit flies (D. melanogaster). In addition to their natural attraction to odours of yeast and fermenting fruit [71] , which constitute the larval and adult food, fruit flies show long-distance attraction to the pheromone cisvaccenyl acetate (cVA), which is produced by males and transferred to females during copulation [72] . Consequently, fruit flies typically occur in aggregations in the field and show modest social behaviours [73] . In controlled experiments, Sarin & Dukas [74] found that focal females that experienced novel food together with mated females, who had laid eggs on that food, subsequently showed a stronger preference for laying eggs on that food over another novel food compared with focal females that experienced the food alone. We observed no social learning, however, when observers experienced food with more ambiguous social information provided by the presence of either virgin models or the aggregation pheromone, cVA, alone.
At the other extreme of the social learning spectrum, many vertebrates with extensive parental care provide opportunities for their offspring to learn complex skills. For example, parents in a variety of carnivores and raptors provide wounded prey for young, who can then practise killing the animal [75] . Similarly, adult helpers in meerkats (Suricata suricatta) provide young with live scorpions without their stingers. The young can then safely practise handling that dangerous food [76] . Another type of advanced social learning with a limited taxonomic distribution is imitation, defined as the copying of an action performed by another individual. With a few exceptions, most notably, vocal imitation in birds [77, 78] , imitation may have had significant effects on behaviour only in great apes (family Hominidae) [79] . By far the most significant case of imitation is language acquisition in human infants.
The fourth innovation: language
Language has evolved only once in a single lineage and set its possessors apart from all other animals. Language is acquired via vocal imitation, which is rare among animals in general and absent even in humans' closest extant relatives [80, 81] . The evolution of language most probably furthered the evolutionary cycle of enhanced cognitive abilities enabling greater expertise, with the latter selecting for improved cognition. Specifically, improved social learning and memory abilities allowed the evolution of language. In turn, improved language expertise probably selected for better cognitive abilities for better language acquisition and optimal handling of the larger volume of information acquired through language. Most notably, language could dramatically advance human social behaviour and the transmission of cultural information [82, 83] .
Language acquisition is highly cognitively demanding. Each newly born human infant initiates a long process of acquiring language expertise culminating in a vocabulary of 50 000 -100 000 words and complex grammar in adulthood [84] . Infants rely heavily on social learning from their parents, who talk to them in infant-directed speech (motherese) characterized by slower speech with simplified sentence structure, repetition, longer pauses, a higher fundamental frequency and greater pitch variation than in adult-directed speech [85, 86] . Language learning involves sophisticated social understanding, detection of statistical regularities, perception across modalities (e.g. connecting face to speech, sight with sound and symbol with object) and extensive memory [87, 88] .
We cannot reconstruct the evolutionary dynamics among enhanced cognition, cultural changes and language in early hominid evolution [89] . It is commonly agreed, however, that language capacity has existed for at least 100 000 years [90] . It is also widely recognized that language precipitated a range of unique abilities that have allowed humans to successfully spread to all continents except Antarctica. These abilities include enhanced tool technologies such as composite tools with handles, use of novel tool materials including bones and antlers, long-distance exchange of raw materials, hunting of large, dangerous animals, structured use of domestic space, use of pigments and self ornaments, and rituals [91, 92] . The strong reliance on rich language for social learning in increasingly larger social groups and the rapid accumulation of culture led to the evolution of human agriculture, writing and, more recently, to the industrial and technological revolutions. A consequence of the large increase in social groups, social organization and rapid accumulation of cultural knowledge in the past few thousands of years has been increased specialization among individual humans. In addition to general expertise in language and social skills shared by all individuals, some humans spend many years, even decades, honing their highly specialized narrow expertise. Well-studied examples include expertise in specific fields of science, medicine and arts, and in competitive games such as chess [37, 93, 94] .
7. The evolutionary biology of expertise: conclusion and prospects An individual's life can be perceived as acquiring and relying on information to make decisions that maximize fitness. Key innovations throughout animal evolution have led to some lineages expanding resource allocation to cognitive structures handling information and time necessary both for their development and for the acquisition of complex skills, or expertise. The evolution of the nervous system was a natural consequence of the increased complexity associated with multicellularity. Such complexity allows for greater efficiency and regulation of specialized cells, and provides more opportunities for further refinement, improvement and innovation [95, 96] . While neurons' initial role was internal communication and coordination, the associated neuromodulation opened up mechanistic opportunities leading to information acquisition and retention. Learning, initially via individual experience and later also through social interactions, probably stimulated an evolutionary cycle of increased investment in and reliance on cognitive skills culminating in the evolution of language and modern human civilization. With a few exceptions [32, 46, 97] , expertise has been subjected to research only in the field of human psychology [37, 42] . While we know little about the genetics and neurobiology of complex skill acquisition, it is likely that humans share similar mechanisms with non-humans. It is possible, rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 372: 20160427 however, that a major axis of evolutionary change within vertebrates has been associated with cognitive improvements leading to increased capacities for storing and effectively using vast amounts of knowledge and experience. The two whole-gene duplications early in vertebrate evolution and further events of gene duplication in primates and humans [52, 53, 98, 99] have indeed vastly increased brain complexity and probably enhanced complex skill acquisition. The exact genetic, neurobiological and physiological mechanisms, as well as the evolutionary biology of expertise and expert performance, deserve rigorous examination.
On the mechanistic side, we have to test whether there are unique mechanisms underlying expertise acquisition in certain species. In humans, a remarkable aspect of expertise is that experts can handle more information more rapidly and execute better decisions within their expertise than can novices. Moreover, tasks that are initially very challenging and attention demanding become 'automated' with extensive practice, meaning that they are performed easily with little attention. Familiar examples include reading and driving [100] . If there are universal mechanisms that underlie complex skill acquisition, they can most readily be examined in classical animal model systems such as fruit flies and mice. Alternatively, documenting variation among taxa in the mechanisms underlying expertise will open up a search for the genetic and neurobiological mechanisms generating such probable differences.
On the evolutionary side, we ought to quantify genetic variation in the rate of expertise acquisition and peak expert performance, and their association with fitness. We know, for example, that young in a variety of species that rely on complex foraging skills face high mortality rates while in the process of attaining their expertise (e.g. [49, 51] ). But we know little about the evolutionary biology of such and other cases of slow and costly expertise development, which is likely followed by large benefits to the surviving experts. The functional and mechanistic properties of expertise constitute an exciting central topic for future research. 
